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trend hight-lights // women’s movement

women’s movement

there’s a major movement going on. All over the world 

women have gathered and have spoken up to what’s 

important. this movements is about acceptance. Be who 

you are in every shape or form. With this trend, we hope 

to inspire even more girls to be girls. And women to stand 

strong, unite and lift each other. Girl. I got your back!



trend hight-lights // Picto & emoji love

kawaii smile & poop 

Our way of communication and how 

we express our emotions over our 

tech devices have been the inspiration 

for this giant trend wave. Emojis and 

simplifi ed picto-like designs are part 

of our every day and are here to stay 

and with a colorful kawaii twist, 

this trend is making waves within the 

fashion industry. Patches, enamel pins 

and badges are even introduced into 

our homes and bedlinnen this year. 

what’s your favorite emoji?



trend hight-lights // citronella

lemon yellow is the new black

a little extra attention for this 

bright color is in order. Bright pops of 

yellow become trending in home decor 

and fashion. A bright gender neutral 

color, easy to mix and match with soft 

shades of pink for girls and cool blues 

and contrasting black for boys.



trend hight-lights // typography

the minimal type

A few years ago we saw calligraphy taking off. Hand 

lettering became the base for this new minimal typography 

trend. This beautifully shows how trends evolve. From 

textured hand drawn decorative quotes, to simple, sharp 

and clean graphic designs. A graphic designers dream! 



trend hight-lights // minimal grid

check please

This trend is a subwave and part of the minimal trend. 

Graphic simple shapes, monochromes and color pops are 

here to stay. This trend started in a monochrome palette 

but as color is the ultimate opposite we’ll see them 

in all colors this year. The maze is here to stay. these 

checkered inspired designs will be turning into a strong 

and steady mainstream. In all forms: monochromes, 

pastels and retro colors.  Hand drawn textured strokes 

or sharp digital lines in a grid. You can’t go wrong.



trend hight-lights // paper-cut abstracts

oversized shapes & multi-color

The origin of this trend lies in 

Australia and if you look closely you 

can fi nd the aboriginal infl uences 

within the detailing of this hand-

cut trend. Hand cut shapes are 

merges into other trends: jungle 

leaves, minimals, textured oversized 

shapes, and illustrative fi gures. 

They are all part of this fun loose 

style. Every shape is unique and 

hand-cut. A fun and playful style. 
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